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Using functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) and corti-
cal unfolding techniques, we analyzed the retinotopy, motion
sensitivity, and functional organization of human area V3A.
These data were compared with data from additional human
cortical visual areas, including V1, V2, V3/VP, V4v, and MT (V5).
Human V3A has a retinotopy that is similar to that reported
previously in macaque: (1) it has a distinctive, continuous map
of the contralateral hemifield immediately anterior to area V3,
including a unique retinotopic representation of the upper visual
field in superior occipital cortex; (2) in some cases the V3A
foveal representation is displaced from and superior to the
confluent foveal representations of V1, V2, V3, and VP; and (3)

inferred receptive fields are significantly larger in human V3A,
compared with those in more posterior areas such as V1.
However, in other aspects human V3A appears quite different
from its macaque counterpart: human V3A is relatively motion-
selective, whereas human V3 is less so. In macaque, the situ-
ation is qualitatively reversed: V3 is reported to be prominently
motion-selective, whereas V3A is less so. As in human and
macaque MT, the contrast sensitivity appears quite high in
human areas V3 and V3A.
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After cortical visual areas V3 and V4 were identified and named
in macaque monkeys, another region was discovered between
them and named “V3 accessory” (V3A) (Van Essen and Zeki,
1978; Zeki, 1978a,b). V3A is now regarded as a cortical area that
is entirely independent and distinct from its similarly named
neighbor, V3, in terms of its retinotopy (Van Essen and Zeki,
1978; Zeki, 1978a,b; Gattass et al., 1988), its histology (Burkhal-
ter et al., 1986; Felleman and Van Essen, 1987; DeYoe et al.,
1990; Girard et al., 1991; Tootell and Taylor, 1995; Felleman et
al., 1997), its functional properties (Felleman and Van Essen,
1987; Gaska et al., 1987, 1988) and its connections (for review, see
Gaska et al., 1988; Felleman and Van Essen, 1991). Thus the
name V3A is misleading, but it is retained here because of
historical convention.

V3A occupies a position in the hierarchy of cortical visual areas
that is intermediate between lower tier areas (e.g., V1) and higher
tier areas (e.g., inferotemporal cortex). V3A shares connections
with areas in both parietal and temporal cortex (for review, see
Gaska et al., 1988; Felleman and Van Essen, 1991) Unlike other
retinotopic areas in superior occipital cortex (Van Essen and
Zeki, 1978; Gattass et al., 1988), macaque V3A has a complete
representation of lower and upper visual fields. However, further

details of the retinotopy within V3A remain unclear (Van Essen
and Zeki, 1978; Zeki, 1978b; Gattass et al., 1988; Van Essen et
al., 1990; Felleman et al., 1997).

Although there are few single unit reports from this region,
some interesting properties have been reported (Gaska et al.,
1987; Galletti and Battaglini, 1989). Single units in area V3 are
reported to be commonly motion- and direction-selective (Felle-
man and Van Essen, 1987; Gegenfurtner et al., 1994) (but see
Zeki, 1978b), presumably reflecting the distinctive input from
layer 4B of primary visual cortex (Lund and Boothe, 1975;
Burkhalter et al., 1986; Van Essen et al., 1986). However, such
motion and direction selectivity is apparently much less prevalent
in V3A (Zeki, 1978b; Gaska et al., 1988; Galletti et al., 1990)
(Joris et al., 1997). Another notable feature of this general region
is the unique distinction in connections and functional properties
between the complementary quarter-field representations in ma-
caque areas V3 versus VP (Burkhalter et al., 1986).

The intriguing but incomplete nature of the data on V3A and
neighboring areas suggested that follow-up studies would be
worthwhile. These areas also were experimentally appealing be-
cause the borders of these areas can be defined by retinotopic
criteria, eliminating ambiguity about where one is sampling func-
tional activity. Furthermore, V3A and some of its neighbors
occupy intermediate levels in the visual processing hierarchy—
thus study of these areas could clarify the nature of processing at
higher levels while being tractable enough to activate with rela-
tively simple visual stimuli, as in lower tier areas.

Ideally, such information might be obtained from correspond-
ing areas in human visual cortex to test and extend previous
information from the macaque. Although such experiments nec-
essarily are limited by the restricted nature of noninvasive tech-
niques available for use in humans, the recently developed func-
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tional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) technique could
furnish maps of the cortical topography in adequate detail.

Do such corresponding areas actually exist in human visual
cortex? Retinotopic imaging studies have revealed apparent hu-
man homologs of retinotopic macaque areas V1, V2, V3, and VP
(Schneider et al., 1993; DeYoe et al., 1994, 1996; Sereno et al.,
1995; Shipp et al., 1995; Tootell et al., 1995a, 1996b; Engel et al.,
1997). However, a retinotopically differentiated human V3A has
been suggested only in a preliminary way (Tootell et al., 1995a,b,
1996a; DeYoe et al., 1996). Furthermore, very little is known
about the functional properties of human V3A or surrounding
cortical areas.

Here we were able to confirm the presence of a human visual
cortical area retinotopically similar to macaque V3A, using fMRI
of intrinsic hemodynamics (Bandettini et al., 1992; Kwong et al.,
1992; Ogawa et al., 1992) combined with phase-encoded retino-
topic analysis (DeYoe et al., 1994, 1996; Engel et al., 1994, 1997;
Sereno et al., 1995) (see below), and using novel “thin” stimuli
(Koch and Tootell, 1996; Tootell et al., 1996a,b) and cortical
surface flattening (Dale and Sereno, 1993; Sereno et al., 1995;
DeYoe et al., 1996; Tootell et al., 1996b; Engel et al., 1997). By
comparing the borders of this and surrounding areas to func-
tional activation via additional tests, we were able to characterize
V3A and related cortical areas for other functional dimensions
such as receptive field size, motion, and contrast sensitivity.

Some of the data has been presented previously in preliminary
form (Tootell et al., 1996a,b).

MATERIALS AND METHODS
General procedures. Experimental details are similar to those described
elsewhere (Sereno et al., 1995; Tootell et al., 1995a,b, 1996a,b), with the
specific modifications described below. Normal human subjects were
scanned using a 1.5 tesla General Electric magnetic resonance imager,
using echo-planar imaging (Advanced NMR, Wilmington, MA). Scans
were acquired using a bilateral quadrature receive-only surface coil,
molded for relatively uniform sensitivity throughout occipital cortex,
including posterior portions of temporal and parietal cortex.

A typical scanning session began with a sagittal localizer, followed by
one or more scans used as input to an on-line optimization procedure for
calculating shim coil settings (linear x , y, and z and quadratic z spherical
harmonic shims). After shim coils were adjusted, a series of echo-planar
scans was collected (16 slices, 4 mm thick, no gap). Slices were oriented
in an oblique axial plane, approximately perpendicular to the calcarine
fissure. This slice prescription was used for all subsequent scans during
that scanning session. The first echo-planar scan was a T1-weighted

inversion recovery scan (TE 5 40 msec, TI 5 1050 msec, TR 5 20 sec,
NEX 5 2, matrix 5 128 3 64) used as an anatomical localizer to align
the subsequent functional scans with the cortical surface.

This was followed by a series (typically 6–12) of asymmetric spin echo
(ASE) functional scans (TE 5 70 msec, offset 5 225 msec, TR 5 2000
or 4000 msec, matrix 5 128 3 64; in-plane resolution, 3.1 3 3.1 mm).
Each functional scan lasted either 4 min 16 sec or 8 min 32 sec (TR 5 2
or 4 sec, respectively) and consisted of 128 images/slice, for a total of
2048 images per scan. Functional data generated specifically for this
study include 138 scans of the cortical retinotopy, 201 scans of motion
selectivity, and 78 scans devoted to additional and related parameters,
from 21 subjects. The total number of functional images acquired in this
study exceeds 800,000.

Each scanning session typically lasted 1.5–2.5 hr. Sessions were termi-
nated prematurely in the event of discomfort or sleepiness. Informed
written consent was obtained for each subject before the scanning ses-
sion, and all procedures were approved by Massachusetts General Hos-
pital Human Studies Protocols 90-7227 and 96-7464.

Subjects normally used an individually molded bite bar (adjustable
plastic frame and mount coated with a thermoplastic dental impression
compound) to stabilize head motion. The bite bar typically reduced skull
motion to ,1 mm during a given scan and essentially eliminated cumu-
lative head drift during the course of the scanning session. Two subjects
(LK and BK) sometimes were scanned without the bite bar; in these
atypical scan sessions, periodic T1 anatomical scans were interposed
between every third or fourth functional scan to track and correct
three-dimensional head registration during the scan session. Two motion
correction algorithms (Woods et al., 1992; Jiang et al., 1995; Friston et
al., 1996) were available for tracking and correcting for head motion
during and between scans in the functional MR images. However,
routine use of the bite bar made it unnecessary to use these motion
correction algorithms on the data set analyzed here.

Visual stimuli. Visual stimuli were generated in real time on a Silicon
Graphics Onyx computer (8 CPUs) with GL graphics library functions.
A subsample (640 3 480 pixels) of the high-resolution RGB video output
signal was converted to a 60 Hz interlaced composite S-video signal, via
Silicon Graphics broadcast video option board. These outputs drove a
Sharp model 2000 color liquid crystal display (LCD) projector that
projected a small image (;18 3 12 cm) onto a translucent rear projection
screen (Day-tex) located just below the subject’s chin. Subjects viewed the
screen by looking up (i.e., rostral, while lying prone) onto a large
adjustable mirror, angled ;45° to the subject’s normal line of sight (see
Fig. 1). This arrangement provided visual stimuli with a field of view of
;48 3 36°, at an effective distance of 20–22 cm from the viewer’s eyes.
If necessary, subjects were corrected for optimal accommodation on the
screen display, using either contact lenses or magnet-compatible glasses.
Because subjects were typically young, the relatively close screen dis-
tance did not pose any special accommodative problems.

Except for the foveal-activating stimulus described below, all stimuli
were presented within a circular aperture 30° in diameter. Phase-encoded
stimuli (e.g., retinotopic; see below) consisted of flickering black-and-

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of stimu-
lus presentation and patient position
during scanning. The subject lies prone,
staring at a mirror, oriented 45° to the
subject’s normal line of sight. This
would give a view out the bore of the
magnet, i.e., toward the subject’s feet,
which are mildly spread to furnish a
clear light path. Instead, the subject sees
a translucent rear projection screen po-
sitioned in the bore of the magnet at the
level of the subject’s neck, occluding the
view that otherwise would be seen down
the bore of the magnet. The visual stim-
ulus is programmed initially on a com-
puter and drives an LCD projector. The
LCD projector (minus a commercially
supplied lens) is positioned just outside
the magnet room, with a substitute lens (producing a near-collimated beam of light rather than the normal diverging lens) positioned in the light path
just inside the magnet room. The light is projected through the bore of the magnet, ultimately focused on the rear projection screen described above.
The rear projection screen is attached to the roof of the bore with Velcro so that its position (and image focus) can be fine-adjusted by the subject. This
arrangement furnishes a wide field of view and a clarity equal to the spatial resolution of the projector (640 3 480 pixels here, but 1200 3 1080 is now
commercially available).
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Figure 2. Thinner probe stimuli produce increased retinotopic differentiation in two anterior human cortical areas, V3A and V4v. A, D, Two stationary
samples of phase-encoded stimuli, similar to each other except for the radial width of the stimuli. During the actual experiment only one or the other
ring was presented in each scan. During those scans both versions of these stimuli expanded (or in different scans, contracted) in size continuously, going
through eight 64 sec expansions from central (0.75°) through peripheral (15°) eccentricities in repeating cycles. Check size and expansion speed were both
scaled approximately logarithmically, and the black and white checks flickered continuously at ;3 Hz throughout the scan. In accompanying scans
wedge-shaped (ray-shaped) stimuli, locally perpendicular to the ring-shaped stimuli, also were presented in thin versus thick versions (10 vs 180° in polar
angle, respectively) to map the polar angle representation. Such data produced thin–thick stimulus differences similar to those shown here. The thin
stimuli produce signals with greater retinotopic modulation than the thick stimuli. This is revealed in both the map data (B, E) and in the time courses
of activity from single voxels (C, F ). In this and all subsequent figures, maps (e.g., B, E) are shown in right hemisphere format (whether actually from
left or right hemisphere) for ease of comparison. Systematic differences in the size or topography of areas described in this study were not seen between
right versus left hemispheres. Regions showing significant retinotopic modulation to the thick and thin ring stimuli are shown in B and E, respectively,
in a pseudocolor format identical to that used in earlier publications (Sereno et al., 1995; Koch and Tootell, 1996; Tootell et al., 1996a) (see logo of
corresponding contralateral visual field locations in bottom right of B). In this pseudocolor format, retinotopically specific modulation appears in red,
green, or blue (centered approximately at eccentricities 1.5, 3.8, and 10.3°, respectively). The gyral /sulcal anatomy (before flattening) is coded in
underlying shades of lighter and darker gray, respectively. The visual area boundaries of areas V1, V2, V3, VP, V3A, and V4v were defined in the same
hemisphere, based on calculations of field sign, as described in earlier publications (Sereno et al., 1995; Tootell et al., 1996a,b) and in Materials and
Methods. In all figures these area boundaries are indicated in dotted and solid lines corresponding to vertical and horizontal meridian representations,
respectively. In this figure, area V3A is indicated with an asterisk, and V4v is indicated with a plus symbol. The scale bar represents 1 cm of topographical
distance measured near layer 4—but this is an average value. At any local region in the flattened map, actual distances on the corresponding cortical
surfaces may be slightly different (typically near 15%, areal and angular distortion). The systematic parallel bands indicating the isoeccentricity
representations extend throughout V3A and V4v when produced by the thin rings (E). However, the isoeccentricity bands stop approximately at the
posterior border of V3A and V4v when they are produced by the thick rings ( B). Each map is based on one scan (128 time points per voxel), so the map
comparison is done at equal levels of signal averaging. Averaged time courses produced by each of the stimuli are shown in C and F. Each graph shows
the MR activity during eight stimulus cycles, combined into an average time course representing a single cycle (16 time points and one 64 sec stimulus
expansion per cycle). Because cortical tissue from each sampled voxel is retinotopic, it shows modulation specific for a specific phase of the periodic
stimulus. Thus each phase value corresponds to a single retinotopic eccentricity, as in the x-axis label in C and F. Data are sampled from one voxel in
V1 and one voxel in V3A (based on position in the field sign map from the same hemisphere). For each of those voxels data also are shown from one
scan that used a thin ring stimulus (red) and one scan that used a thick ring stimulus ( green). Peak amplitude has been normalized to make it easier to
compare the retinotopic “bandwidth” in each area. These fMRI “time courses” suggest that the increased retinotopic specificity revealed in V3A by the
thin rings is attributable to larger receptive fields (or at least a larger point spread function) in V3A, as compared with V1.
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Figure 3. Diagram of the retinotopic organization in flattened macaque
visual cortex. The diagram is from a right hemisphere, including areas V1, V2,
V3, VP, and V3A, based on previous reports (Van Essen and Zeki, 1978;
Maunsell and Newsome, 1987; Gattass et al., 1988; Van Essen et al., 1990,
1992; Colby and Duhamel, 1991; Felleman and Van Essen, 1991; Tootell and
Taylor, 1995). The internal retinotopy of V3A is based on the descriptions of
Van Essen and Zeki (1978), Zeki (1978a,b), Van Essen et al. (1990), and
Felleman et al. (1997); the organization described by Gattass et al. (1988) is
less consistent. Macaque V4v is not indicated here because its internal
retinotopy is known incompletely. A, A representation of retinotopic polar
angle. As shown in the pseudocolor logo (A, bottom left), the representation
of the upper third of the visual field is coded red, the lower third is coded
green, and the middle third, centered on the horizontal meridian, is coded
blue. Cortical area boundaries corresponding to the representation of the
horizontal meridian are indicated by solid white lines, and the vertical merid-
ian is indicated by dotted white lines. Because the horizontal meridian within
V3A is not a cortical area boundary, it is indicated only by the blue pseudo-
color stripe. B, The representation of visual field eccentricity. As illustrated in
the corresponding logo, the foveal representation is coded white, and progres-
sively more peripheral eccentricities are coded red, then blue, and then green.
The pseudocolor scale for eccentricity is scaled logarithmically, in approxi-
mate accord with the cortical magnification factor; thus the range of visual
field eccentricities is coded by green . blue . red. white.

Figure 4. fMRI maps of polar angle in
flattened human visual cortex and asso-
ciated visual area boundaries from three
hemispheres. The polar angle maps are
shown in B–D. Each polar angle map
shows MR data from two scans that used
phase-encoded thin ray stimuli, aver-
aged on the cortical surface of the hemi-
sphere from which it was obtained.
Retinotopically specific activation is
represented by using a pseudocolor scale
identical to that in Figures 3 and 12 and
elsewhere (Sereno et al., 1995; Koch and
Tootell, 1996) (see logo in B). As in
macaque, there is a representation of
the full contralateral hemifield (coded
green through blue through red) in the
superior lateral occipital cortex (upper
middle right in B–D), which is a unique
distinguishing feature of human V3A.
A, A map of retinotopic field sign (as in
Sereno et al., 1995) from the same hemi-
sphere shown in B. The most significant
area boundaries revealed in the field
sign map are translated to the maps of
polar angle for the same hemispheres.
Here and throughout this paper the rep-
resentation of the vertical meridian is
coded in dotted lines, and the represen-
tation of the horizontal meridian is
coded in solid lines. The confluent foveal
representations in V1, V2, and V3/VP
are coded in asterisks. The calibration
bar in B represents 1 cm on the cortical
surface, on average, for all panels.
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white checks formed into either a ring- or ray-shaped configuration. The
check size was scaled such that it retained a near-constant polar angle
with variations in eccentricity. Thus check size became smaller toward
the center of the stimulus and larger farther away, on a logarithmic scale.
Consistent with this, ring size and expansion speed (in the eccentricity
stimulus) and the speed of local ray motion (in the polar angle stimulus)
also varied near-logarithmically with variations in stimulus eccentricity.
Finally, the phase-encoded retinotopic stimuli spared the central 0.75°
diameter to avoid ambiguities caused by fixation instability.

Phase-encoded retinotopic stimuli were presented for eight cycles per
scan, using a cycle time of 64 sec. Two condition stimulus comparisons
(e.g., moving vs stationary stimuli) typically were presented for 16 sec/
condition for either 8 or 16 cycles/scan (using TR values of 4 or 2 sec,
respectively). Additional details of each stimulus are described below in
the relevant Results section.

A small fixation point appeared at the center of all stimuli, and subjects
were instructed to stare continuously at the fixation point throughout the
scans. To confirm that eye fixation was adequate during the visual
stimulation, we monitored eye movements with an eye movement mon-
itor (Ober 2; sampling rate 5 1000 Hz) during the MR scans in a related
study using similar stimuli and an overlapping subject pool (Reppas et al.,
1997). Such results confirmed that eye movements were not a problem in
these studies. In addition, tests using large-field moving stimuli used
radial (rather than planar) motion to minimize optokinetic nystagmus.
Logically, many of the retinotopic results described below (e.g., discrete
mapping of the foveal representation) could not have been obtained in
the presence of significant eye drift or poor fixation.

The retinotopic experiments are described first. In a second set of
experiments aimed at mapping motion selectivity, the stimulus extended
throughout a circular region, 30° in diameter, for the whole scan (i.e., it
did not vary retinotopically). This stimulus was similar to that used in
earlier studies on motion selectivity (Tootell et al., 1995a,b) (rectangular
rings surrounding the central fixation point, 0.5 cycles/degree; duty
cycle 5 0.2; thin white rings on a thicker black background, expanding/
contracting in alternating 2 sec epochs at 7°/sec when moving). In the
present study the stimulus usually was presented at low luminance
contrast (;1.5%), because this has been shown to produce more selec-
tive activation of certain motion-selective areas, including the middle
temporal (MT) visual area as well as the superior occipital motion area
(Tootell et al., 1995a; our unpublished observations).

We calibrated the luminance of this stimulus and the LCD projector
with a Spectra photometer. The measurement and calculation of lumi-
nance contrast were based on the standard formula for luminance con-
trast (Lmax 2 Lmin /Lmax 1 Lmin ). In this experiment, rectangular wave
gratings were used rather than square or sine waves. The rectangular
wave was used because it has a broader spatial frequency spectrum than
either square or sine wave gratings, so it should activate more cells
irrespective of their spatial frequency tuning. Thus, stimulus contrast was
calculated without correction for the unequal duty cycle of rectangular
wave grating. Because stimulus contrast was not varied within a scan and
because steady-state differences in mean luminance did not produce
significant variations in MR signal level over the range presented, this
specification of contrast should be adequate for experimental replication
and comparison with other results.

Data analysis. All data were archived onto 8 mm videocassette tapes
and analyzed off-line. Analytic steps are similar to those described
elsewhere (Sereno et al., 1995; Tootell et al., 1995a,b, 1996a,b).

Data could be screened for technical artifacts, such as head motion or
baseline drift, by examining the raw image data. Baseline drift was
typically quite minor, and scanner noise was typically ;0.3% of average
MR level within the volume covered by this coil.

All data were analyzed in flattened cortical format. Although render-
ing the fMRI data on flattened cortex does require extra effort, the
flattened data format offers several advantages over conventional slice-
based or three-dimensional formats: (1) because the retinotopy, area
boundaries, and cortical maps are all fundamentally two-dimensional,
these variables can be understood and analyzed most easily in the
two-dimensional (unfolded) format; (2) no information is lost in the
unfolded format—information about intrinsic gyral /sulcal location, stan-
dard Talairach coordinates from the folded surface, and the extent of
flattened distortion at a given point on the cortical surface are all readily
available; (3) fMRI activity acquired from an unlimited number of scans
on subsequent days or months can be signal-averaged cumulatively or
compared on the same cortical surface—something that is impossible in
slices taken from different days or different slice slice prescriptions; (4)

the flattened format disambiguates activity occurring on opposite banks
of the same sulcus—activity that can appear misleadingly close or arti-
factually combined in the normal folded format and/or in standard
Talairach coordinates.

Previous versions of the flattening procedure used here are described
in Dale and Sereno (1993) and Sereno et al. (1995). It is conceptually
similar to flattening procedures used by others (DeYoe et al., 1996;
Drury et al., 1996; Engel et al., 1997). In these procedures, activity data
are displayed on the reconstructed cortical surface from each individual.
Therefore, for each subject a first step is to acquire the structural images
used for reconstruction, using a high-resolution (128 slice, 1.0 cubic mm)
inversion recovery-prepared spoiled grass anatomical scan (Siemens MP
RAGE; TE 5 3 msec, flip angle 10°) tuned to optimize the contrast
between gray versus white matter in brain. This structural scan was
acquired only once per subject (19 min scan time), in a head coil for full
head coverage. From these three-dimensional data, image components
caused by the skull were stripped off automatically by “shrink-wrapping”
a stiff deformable template onto the brain images. Then the gray/white
matter boundary was estimated for each hemisphere with a region-
growing method. The result was tessellated to generate a surface
(;130,000 vertices) that was refined against the MRI data with a de-
formable template algorithm. Then it was inspected for topological
defects (e.g., “handles”) and reconstructed without surface defects, if
necessary.

The resulting surface was aligned manually with the functional scan by
direct iterative comparisons in three orthogonal planes between the
echo-planar imaging (EPI) inversion recovery scan (1.5 3 1.5 3 3–4 mm)
and the high-resolution structural data set (1 3 1 3 1 mm) used to
construct the cortical surface. This procedure allowed rotation, transla-
tion, and single-axis scaling. The three-dimensional functional data set
(3.1 3 3.1 3 3–4 mm) was sampled with the cortical surface. By choosing
a surface near the gray/white matter border, we effectively sampled
activity near and below cortical layer 4 rather than near the surface where
the macrovascular artifact is maximal. Thus we were able to assign
activations more accurately to the correct bank of a sulcus. The lower
resolution activation data were interpolated smoothly onto the high-
resolution surface reconstruction (1 polygon, ;1 3 1 mm). Then the
surface was unfolded by reducing curvature while adding an additional
local area-preserving term. For a completely flattened cortical surface,
the inflated brain was cut along the calcarine fissure and just posterior to
the sylvian fissure. The resulting surface portion was pushed onto a
coronal plane in one step and unfurled on the plane. A relaxation
algorithm was applied to minimize areal and linear distortion, weighted
equally. The vertex update rule for flattening was further modified to
include a shear-minimizing term, because maintaining only the original
local area allows substantial distortion (e.g., rectangular and rhombic
distortions of an original square).

As mentioned above, an unlimited number of functional scans can be
added to a given subject’s cortical surface cumulatively, either by signal
averaging of similar data or by comparison of different data sets on the
same surface. In addition to furnishing more robust data, such surface-
averaged retinotopic data were also more continuous, because a combi-
nation of data acquired from independently differing slice prescriptions
also reduced aliasing artifacts between slices.

For two-condition comparisons, signed activation significance ( p)
values were computed on a voxel-by-voxel basis by using a comparison
between the Fourier domain amplitude of the voxel time course at the
stimulation frequency and the average amplitude of the response at other
frequencies. Frequencies lower than three per scan (i.e., 0.0059 or 0.0118
Hz, typically because of minor head motion or baseline drift) were
rejected. The phase of the signal was used to distinguish between
positive- and negative-going inflections in the MR signal and to convert
between phase and retinotopic location in phase-mapped retinotopic
experiments.

The gain, threshold, phase delay, polarity, degree of filtering, and
other graphic variables were defined quantitatively and displayed in one
of several pseudocolor formats with the use of a menu-driven interface.
For instance, with two alternating stimuli presented in stimulus periods
of 32 sec and TR 5 2 sec, the known hemodynamic delay (Bandettini et
al., 1992; Boynton et al., 1996; Buckner et al., 1996) equals a phase delay
of ;79° for “positive” (first condition) activation and 259° for “negative”
(second condition) activation. Thus maximal positive pseudocolor (here,
red through white) would be set for 79°, etc. Another analytic variable,
spatial filtering (nearest neighbor averaging), could be done either on the
slice data or on the cortical surface maps. The cumulative spatial filtering
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Figure 5. Maps of foveal activation, including evidence
for a separate foveal representation in inferior V3A, in
multiple hemispheres. During this experiment subjects
fixated on the foveal stimulus shown in A and described
in the text. In alternating 16 sec control epochs, the
stimulus in A was replaced by a uniform gray field. B–D,
Shown is the resulting activation in three different flat-
tened hemispheres. Area boundaries from the field sign
maps of each hemisphere are indicated also. Typically,
this foveal stimulus activated an approximately contin-
uous strip of cortex between the upper and lower field
representations of V1, V2, and V3/VP. In some subjects
there was also a clear patch of activation in inferior
V3A, displaced somewhat superiorly from the confluent
foveal representation in V1–V3/VP. This is consistent
with reports of a similar, superiorly displaced foveal
representation in inferior V3A of macaque. In addition,
this stimulus activated MT/MSTd (or foveal representa-
tions thereof; see B–D). With increased signal averag-
ing, this stimulus also reveals foveal activation inferior
and anterior to V4v (see B), which is not obviously
predicted by the macaque data. The pseudocolor scale
beneath each panel indicates the null hypothesis prob-
ability, based on the F test for the data in each panel.
The distance scale bar (1 cm) below D applies to B and
C as well. Below A is a calibration bar indicating the
visual field angle subtended by the stimulus.

Figure 6. Phase-encoded maps of retinotopic ec-
centricity in four hemispheres, with associated
visual area boundaries from field sign maps in the
same hemispheres. The data in each panel repre-
sent an average from two scans of thin ring stim-
uli. The labeling conventions are as described
elsewhere. In B, the scale bar indicates ;1 cm,
and the eccentricity logo is as described above.
Generally, the isoeccentricity bands (red, or blue
and green) form parallel bands oriented perpen-
dicular to the polar angle representation. How-
ever, in some subjects the representation of
parafoveal eccentricities in the lower visual field
(top red band in A–D) bifurcates posterior to
V3A, with the superior branch extending into
inferior V3A and the inferior parafoveal branch
extending into regions apparently inferior to V3A
(see paired arrows in B and D). In D one also can
see a slight shift in the parafoveal isoeccentricity
band coincident with the V3/V3A border. Both of
these effects are consistent with the evidence for a
slightly displaced foveal representation in V3A
(e.g., Fig. 5).
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in the flattened data amounted to ;2.5–3.5 mm (depending on the
experimental design), half-width at half-amplitude.

The significance values were not corrected for multiple comparisons.
For two-dimensional (cortical surface) analysis guided by specific topo-
graphic predictions, the Bonferroni correction used in typical imaging
studies (including many more potential voxels) is inappropriately con-
servative. We used a display threshold for minimum activation of p ,
0.01 or less (e.g., p , 0.001). Depending on the amount of signal
averaging, the stimulus comparison, the scan sequence, the coil used, and
the individual subject, signal maxima can range up to p , 10 242. Because
maximal f-values vary so much, we scaled the maximal pseudocolor value
to match the maximal f-value in each image, rather than using a single
rigid range inappropriate for most data sets.

The flattening procedure stores the two-dimensional distortion be-
tween the original topography and the flattened topography so that all
topographical measurements could be corrected later, even if the flat-
tened display contains some distortion. Final display distortion averaged
;15% for both angle and area. The degree of local distortion (areal or
angular) could be displayed in pseudocolor for each cortical surface.

In several of the experiments described below, multiple scans were
acquired from the same stimuli in a given session for the purposes of
signal averaging. In the course of our analysis, test–retest comparisons of
these results were generated routinely. Although such comparisons de-
pend on several variables (including the number of averages acquired,
the robustness of the variables measured, variations among individuals,
and coil /scanner/sequence sensitivity), comparisons of robust visual
stimuli from single scans (128 images/slice) using our typical paradigms
typically yielded correlation coefficients between 0.7 and 0.9, similar to
those described by other fMRI groups doing similar experiments (DeYoe
et al., 1994).

The boundaries of retinotopic cortical areas (V1, V2, V3, VP, V3A,
and V4v) were defined on the cortical surface for each individual subject
on the basis of phase-encoded retinotopy (DeYoe et al., 1994, 1996;
Engel et al., 1994, 1997; Sereno et al., 1995) and subsequent calculation
of field sign boundaries (Sereno et al., 1995). The phase-encoded reti-
notopy was generated by presenting each subject with two paired scans,
each devoted to periodic stimulus variations (64 sec/cycle; 8 cycles/scan)
in either stimulus eccentricity or polar angle (“ring” and “ray” stimuli,
respectively). A fast Fourier transform (FFT) was performed on the time
series of the resulting fMRI variations. In each voxel the phase of the
FFT revealed the cortical location of the retinotopic representation, in
polar coordinates (values of eccentricity from one scan and polar angle
from the second scan). The magnitude of the FFT in each voxel reflected
the level of retinotopic specificity. Note that low retinotopic specificity
could be produced either by a lack of response to the stimulus or to an
equal response to all retinotopic locations of the stimulus.

The visual field “sign,” or polarity, of the visual field representation is
either similar to the actual visual field geometry or mirror symmetrical to
it. By definition, each cortical visual area has only one corresponding
field sign. Because the field sign polarity typically reverses in adjacent
cortical areas, it has been a useful criterion for distinguishing cortical
areas in experimental animals and in humans (Sereno et al., 1994, 1995).

In the present study the field sign for each cortical area was calculated
objectively from the constituent phase-encoded maps of polar angle and
eccentricity, as in Sereno et al. (1995). Each field sign map shown here
was based on the average of at least four scans (two mapping polar angle
and two mapping eccentricity; 8192 functional images in total) acquired
from two or more slice prescriptions. These cortical area boundaries
were overlaid onto additional data sets, based on different types of visual
stimulation, to clarify how each retinotopic area responded to stimuli of
different types. The locations of additional cortical areas in which reti-
notopy has not yet been revealed (e.g., MT/V5), were based on other,
global (nonretinotopic) stimulus comparisons (e.g., moving vs stationary)
described below and elsewhere (Tootell et al., 1996b).

RESULTS
Detailed retinotopy
Our first experimental goal was to define the retinotopy in greater
detail so that additional functional properties (defined in associ-
ated scans) could be assigned to the correct cortical area. As in
previous studies (DeYoe et al., 1994, 1996; Engel et al., 1994,
1997; Sereno et al., 1995), we mapped the retinotopy using slowly
moving phase-encoded stimuli filled with flickering checks. How-

ever, stimuli in the present study were modified to increase their
effectiveness in human areas with cruder retinotopy.

Previous (thick) phase-encoded retinotopic stimuli extended
over one-half of the scaled visual field (DeYoe et al., 1994, 1996;
Engel et al., 1994, 1997; Sereno et al., 1995). Based on macaque
data, receptive fields in a hypothetical human V3A presumably
would be larger than those in lower tier cortical areas (Gaska et
al., 1988; Gattass et al., 1988) and may have powerful lateral
inhibition (Gaska et al., 1987). In this study we therefore used
very thin retinotopic stimuli, ;6% of the (scaled) width of stimuli
used previously, to avoid retinotopic saturation of fMRI signals
(see Fig. 2).

As expected, these thin stimuli did produce much more robust
and revealing retinotopy in more anterior (presumably higher
tier) cortical areas. This can be seen in the flattened image data
(Fig. 2B,E) as well as in the averaged time courses from voxels
within area V3A (Fig. 2C,F). Retinotopic modulation in response
to the thin stimuli was typically two to three times that obtained
using thick stimuli in human V3A. On the basis of macaque data
(Gattass et al., 1988; Boussaoud et al., 1990), one also might
expect relatively large receptive fields in V4v, another human
area near V3A. Although we do not discuss V4v in detail here, it
is interesting to note that the thin stimuli also produced increased
modulation in human V4v. The increased retinotopic modulation
produced by the thin stimuli and the averaging of data on the
cortical surface from different scanning sessions made it possible
to describe the retinotopy in V3A (and other areas) in more detail
than previously possible.

Figure 3 shows a generalized diagram of the retinotopy in
macaque cortical areas V1, V2, V3, VP, and V3A, based on
previous reports (Van Essen and Zeki, 1978; Maunsell and New-
some, 1987; Gattass et al., 1988; Tootell et al., 1988, Tootell and
Hamilton, 1989; Van Essen et al., 1990, 1992; Colby and Du-
hamel, 1991; Felleman and Van Essen, 1991; Tootell and Taylor,
1995). This diagram serves as a reference template for our study
of the topography of human retinotopy, especially V3A. To the
extent that the macaque and human retinotopy are similar, this
suggests that correspondingly named areas in humans and ma-
caques have common evolutionary precursors. However, we rec-
ognize that such conclusions about homology are always inferen-
tial and can be controversial (Kaas, 1995a,b).

Throughout most of macaque visual cortex (including V1, V2,
V3, and VP), the superior half of the visual field is mapped onto
inferior cortex, and the inferior visual hemifield is mapped supe-
riorly (see Fig. 3). However, immediately anterior to macaque V3
(lower field only), there is a complete representation of the visual
hemifield, including both lower and upper visual fields; this is
V3A (Van Essen and Zeki, 1978; Zeki, 1978b; Gattass et al.,
1988). The V3A representation is bounded exteriorly by the the
vertical meridian, with a horizontal meridian mapped interiorly.
The location of the horizontal meridian representation, and even
the upper versus lower visual fields, in our diagram of V3A are
estimated from discrepant descriptions in the previous literature
(Van Essen and Zeki, 1978; Zeki, 1978b; Van Essen et al., 1990;
Colby and Duhamel, 1991) (but see Gattass et al., 1988).

The thin phase-encoded stimuli revealed an area with very
similar retinotopy in human visual cortex, an apparent homolog
of macaque V3A (see Fig. 4). Most distinctive is the upper field
representation in anterior V3A, coded in red in Figure 4. This
upper field representation was not seen reliably in two previous
fMRI reports that used thick phase-encoded stimuli in fewer
subjects (Sereno et al., 1995; DeYoe et al., 1996). However, in the
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Figure 7. Field sign map, including V3A, on normal, inflated, and flattened cortical surface representations from a single hemisphere. A, The field sign
data (blue, consistent with geometry of visual field; yellow, mirror image of visual field) calculated from polar angle and eccentricity data from the same
hemisphere. The field sign data are rendered on a three-dimensional reconstruction in a “normal” (cortically folded) state, from a posterior viewpoint,
in right hemisphere format. The lower field representations of V1, V2, and V3 are labeled, along with V3A. In A, these areas are partially buried within
sulci, occluded from view. B, The same regions on an “inflated” cortical surface, where sulci and gyri are both visible (rendered in darker and lighter gray,
respectively). The topography of these areas is fully revealed in the flattened format (C, D). C, The location of area MT/MST is added, based on the
moving versus stationary stimulus comparisons described in Figures 14 and 15 and elsewhere (Tootell et al., 1995a,b, 1996b). D, The locations of V3A
(extracted from the field sign data) and MT, drawn as borders so that the underlying sulci and gyri also can be localized. The peripheral region of V3A
crosses the transverse occipital sulcus (TOS) approximately at a right angle. The fundus of the TOS is indicated as white dotted lines in A, B, and D. The
intraparietal sulcus (IPS), which normally intersects the TOS in a T configuration, also is indicated ( green dotted lines). The confluent foveal
representation of V1–V2–V3 is indicated between the two white asterisks (B, C). The calibration bar in B applies to A and B, and the calibration bar in
D applies to C and D.
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Figure 8. Variation in the topog-
raphy of V3A across individuals.
The extent of activated V3A is
rendered in blue, based on field
sign data from the same hemi-
spheres, in four representative
cases. Data are rendered on
folded-format right-sided cortical
surfaces, seen from a posterior lat-
eral viewpoint. Although some
variability exists, V3A always ex-
tends over the lateral surface,
elongated along the superior–infe-
rior axis, ;3–5 cm from the occip-
ital pole. The calibration bar accu-
rately reflects distances across the
cortical surface, excepting per-
spective foreshortening.

Figure 9. The anatomical rela-
tionship of V3A and a sulcal land-
mark. This figure is based on the
same data as in Figure 8, but it is
rendered on inflated rather than
folded cortical surfaces. Only the
boundaries of V3A have been
drawn (solid white lines) so that the
underlying sulcal /gyral topography
can be seen. In each hemisphere
the fundus of the transverse occip-
ital sulcus has been indicated with
dotted white lines. In all cases exam-
ined, the peripheral visual field
representation of V3A (superior in
cortex, toward the top in the figure)
extends into the transverse occipi-
tal sulcus, typically at a locally
near-orthogonal angle. The cali-
bration bar is accurate, excepting
perspective foreshortening.
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present study that used thin stimuli, the upper field representation
of V3A was seen in all subjects from whom it was practical to
achieve adequate signal-to-noise levels. As in most diagrams of
macaque V3A, human V3A is bounded exteriorly by lower and
upper vertical meridian representations (posteriorly, at the V3/
V3A border and at the anterior border, respectively).

In macaque V3A, the fovea is reported to be represented
inferiorly but displaced superiorly from the contiguous foveal
representation of areas V1, V2, V3, and VP (Van Essen and
Zeki, 1978; Gattass et al., 1988; Felleman and Van Essen, 1991)
(see Fig. 3). The phase-encoded stimuli used here and previously
do not reveal this human foveal representation, because such
stimuli systematically spared the central 0.75° diameter (Sereno et
al., 1995). To test for a similar displaced foveal representation in
human V3A, we presented moving concentric rings confined
within a small (;0.7° radius) circular aperture (experimental
condition), as compared to a uniform gray field (control condi-
tion) (see Fig. 5A).

As expected, this stimulus comparison activated the confluent
foveal representation of V1, V2, V3, and VP. In some subjects the
foveal representation in human V3A showed activation that was
displaced superiorly, as one would expect from the macaque maps
(compare with Figs. 3, 5). As one would expect from the nature of
the stimulus comparison (foveal stimulus vs uniform field), this
experiment also activated the region of foveal sensitivity in cer-
tain areas more anteriorly, such as MT/MST (see Fig. 5B–D).

In some subjects the representation of parafoveal eccentricities
also appeared to branch superiorly within V3A (see arrows and
red isoeccentricity band in Fig. 6B,D), as one might expect from
a large foveal displacement. However, in other subjects the rep-
resentation of parafoveal eccentricities in V3A was not distin-
guishable from a single band, contiguous with the representation
of those same eccentricities in areas V2 and V3 (see Fig. 6A,C).

V3A was not revealed in a previous study that used field sign
analysis and thick retinotopic stimuli (Sereno et al., 1995). How-
ever, when the field sign was calculated from the present data that
used thin stimuli, area V3A was clearly visible (see Figs. 7-9).

Although some variability exists, area V3A also had a reason-
ably consistent location on the cortex, relative to the gyral /sulcal
landmarks. V3A generally crossed the transverse occipital sulcus
(Duvernoy, 1992) approximately at a local right angle, such that
the more peripheral representation of V3A (in different cases,
including 5–15° eccentricity) were buried within it (see Figs. 7–9).
The more central representation of V3A extended inferiorly over
the lateral portion of the occipital lobe. It is likely that V3A
extends farther peripherally than we have drawn, corresponding
to regions beyond the limits of our visual stimulus (15°).

In the five subjects in which V3A was best defined, the averaged
Talairach coordinates (Talairach and Tournoux, 1988) for central
V3A (the inferior lateral end of V3A in Figs. 8 and 9; approxi-
mate eccentricity 5 0.6°) were 629, 286, and 216. Correspond-
ing coordinates for peripheral V3A (the superior medial end of
activated V3A in Figures 8 and 9, at ;13–15° eccentricity) were
614, 284, 19.

Cortical image point spread
In general, receptive fields become progressively larger as one
ascends the visual cortical hierarchy. Thus macaque V2 has larger
receptive fields than V1, VP has larger receptive fields than V2,
and so on (for review, see Gattass et al., 1985). If human areas
such as V1, V2, V3, VP, and V3A are homologous to their
macaque namesakes, one would expect a similar and progressive

increase in receptive field size, if one could measure this from V1
through V3A.

Although we could not measure individual receptive field size
directly in these human fMRI experiments, we did two experi-
ments to measure a closely related concept, the cortical image
point spread. Conceptually similar experiments have been de-
scribed in macaque (Dow et al., 1981; Tootell et al., 1988; Grin-
vald et al., 1994). The goal of such experiments is to present an
infinitely small stimulus and measure the topographic (retino-
topic) spread of activity produced by such stimuli, akin to mea-
suring an impulse response function in the temporal domain. In
actual experiments such stimuli need to be larger than a certain
minimum size to produce measurable activity. From these mea-
surements we can infer average receptive field size from the
population response. Additional factors also are reflected in these
measurements, and these are addressed in Discussion.

In the first of these experiments we examined the averaged MR
time course from individual voxels in selected cortical areas, from
the measurements of retinotopic polar angle, using the thin ray
stimuli described previously (e.g., Fig. 4). As this stimulus passed
repeatedly through the aggregate receptive fields sampled in a
given voxel, it produced an averaged time course with an approx-
imately gaussian profile (see Fig. 10). The width of the gaussian
reflects, in part, the underlying receptive field sizes. The thin ray
produced a wider “point spread” modulation in V3A, as compared
with V1, consistent with the larger receptive fields presumed in
these areas from the macaque data (Felleman and Van Essen,
1991). Responses in intermediate areas (V2, V3, and VP) were
correspondingly intermediate in width to the extremes shown in
Figure 10 (data not shown); again, this is consistent with receptive
field measurements from macaque. The inference of larger recep-
tive fields in V3A is also consistent with the clearer retinotopic
differentiation produced by thin versus thick stimuli in V3A, com-
pared with their negligible advantage in V1 and V2 (see Fig. 2).

We also did an additional, complementary experiment on the
retinotopic point spread, using a two-condition design rather than
the continuously moving phase-encoded design described in Fig-
ure 10. In this second experiment, we presented a very thin (0.6°)
ring of flickering checks at a stationary eccentricity of 12.3°
(experimental condition), compared to a uniform gray field (con-
trol condition). Figure 11 shows this stimulus and its effect in
superior occipital cortex in relationship to area borders that had
been defined by the phase-encoded retinotopic stimuli described
above. The stationary ring representation is most discrete (thin-
nest) in areas posterior to V3A (e.g., V1, V2, etc.), becoming
noticeably expanded within V3A (see Fig. 10).

Composite human retinotopic map
To complement the individual examples of retinotopy shown
above, we prepared an averaged map of the human retinotopy.
First, diagrams were prepared from each of six hemispheres,
labeled at the intersections of horizontal and (upper and lower)
vertical meridians where they crossed the isoeccentricity repre-
sentations at ;1.5, 3.8, and 10.3° eccentricity. The confluent
representations of 0° were also available, based on the centers of
activity produced by the foveal stimuli (e.g., Fig. 5).

For each hemisphere, straight lines were drawn between the
nearest intersection points along both the isoeccentricity and
isopolar axes. To create a geometrically averaged retinotopy from
these data, we averaged the length and orientation of each line
segment to form a quadrilateral-based average figure. This figure
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was rounded somewhat to form the more naturalistic averaged
human retinotopic diagram in Figure 12.

Retinotopy in adjacent area(s) V3/VP
Overall, the averaged human retinotopy is reasonably similar to
that described in the Old World macaque monkey (compare with
Figs. 3 and 12). In one minor aspect this happy confluence of
results may be misleading—although the parafoveal representa-
tion in human V3A is not displaced superiorly in all subjects (e.g.,
Fig. 6), it is displaced in the averaged sample.

However, another distinction is quite reliable: macaque areas
V3 and VP are extremely long and thin in shape, but human V3
and VP are proportionately less elongated in essentially all sub-
jects tested. These differences have specific retinotopic implica-
tions, because the overall topography of these areas directly re-
flects their retinotopy. Here we do not address whether the
complementary quarter-field representations in V3 and VP com-
prise two different areas, as considered by some (Burkhalter et al.,
1986), or instead two retinotopic divisions of the same area
(superior/dorsal V3 superior and inferior/ventral V3), as consid-
ered by others (Gattass et al., 1988; Boussaoud et al., 1990).

In V3 and VP of both humans and macaques, variations in
eccentricity are mapped along the long axis, and polar angle is
represented along the orthogonal (short) axis (see Figs. 3 and 12).
In both species the cortical magnification of eccentricity in
V3/VP is very similar to that in V1 and V2—this is manifest in
the approximately confluent isoeccentricity bands crossing V1,

V2, and V3/VP. However, in macaque the magnification of polar
angle is higher (more compressed) in V3 and VP, compared with
that in V2 and V1—thus V3 and VP as a whole are markedly
thinner than corresponding regions of V1 and V2. However,
human areas V3 and VP show no such thinning: instead, human
V3/VP are approximately as wide as V2 and V1, immediately
posterior.

A relatively thicker human V3 would not be expected from any
artifactual effect of the cortical surface processing that we can
think of. A difference-of-gaussian spatial filter conceivably could
change the apparent width of these regions because of image
“ringing,” but we did not use such a filter. Instead, in the field sign
calculation we used a simple gaussian (nearest neighbor, or boxcar)
filter, which should simply blur a hypothetical very thin V3/VP into
invisibility. The thickened width of human V3/VP shows up quite
clearly even in the polar angle maps, which undergo very minimal
spatial filtering (see Fig. 4; gaussian blur, ;2.5 mm).

The relative anisotropy of V3/VP in macaques and humans has
direct retinotopic ramifications (see Fig. 13). Imagine an exact
circle drawn onto the flattened surface of macaque V3: because
of the anisotropy this corresponds to the representation of a
banana-shaped ovoid in the visual field. As noted by Newsome et
al. (1986), the ovoid is magnified approximately five times as
much in a direction parallel to isoeccentric lines, compared with
that in the perpendicular (radial) axis. However, human V3/VP
shows much less cortical anisotropy (see Fig. 13C,D; anisotropy

Figure 10. The retinotopic point spread
in human V3A and comparison areas,
measured as a spatiotemporal impulse
function. The stimulus was a thin ring
that expanded slowly and continuously
(64 sec/full cycle) from the center to the
periphery of the visual field, as de-
scribed in Results and portrayed in B
(three samples of the stimulus at differ-
ent eccentricities). The fMRI time
course in A was sampled from voxels in
each of the visual areas, from similar
eccentricities, representing the average
of three consecutive scans from one sub-
ject. The borders of V1 and V3A were
defined by the field sign tests, and areas
MT and SPO (the superior parieto-
occipital area) were defined by motion
tests (see Tootell et al., 1995a,b, 1996b)
(also see Fig. 13). The retinotopic re-
sponse function in V3A was consistently
wider than that produced concurrently
by the same stimuli in V1. The thin rings
activated MT and SPO at all retinotopic
locations tested, consistent with previ-
ous data showing nonretinotopic activa-
tion in these regions (Sereno et al., 1995;
Tootell et al., 1995a, 1996b).
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;1.5). Possible implications of this species difference in anisot-
ropy are considered in Discussion.

Retinotopy in adjacent area V4v
In macaque cortex the large region ventral to V3A is named “V4.”
In human neuroimaging maps one subset of the region that is
topographically analogous to macaque V4 contains a retinotopic
representation of the upper visual field; hence it originally was

given the name “V4v” (ventral V4; Sereno et al., 1995; DeYoe et
al., 1996; Tootell et al., 1996b). The increased signal-to-noise
ratio in the present maps allow us to conclude that V4v (as
defined by the field sign maps) has only a quarter-field (not a
half-field) representation of the upper visual field (compare with
Fig. 4). Unfortunately, the name V4v naturally implies the exis-
tence of a complementary quarter-field representation of the

Figure 11. Measurements of the cortical point spread of
activity, measured here from stationary stimuli, also show a
relatively expanded representation in V3A. Subjects fixated
on a central dot throughout this experiment, as shown in
the experimental stimulus in A. In each 16 sec experimen-
tal epoch the contrast of the black and white checks in the
isoeccentric ring alternated in counterphase (3 Hz). The
ring had a radius of 12.3° (midpoint) and a width of 0.6°
(see calibration bar in A). In alternating 16 sec control
epochs, the stimulus in A was replaced by a uniform gray
field. B, The differential activation map produced by this
stimulus comparison (red through white; see pseudocolor
scale bar for significance values) is shown in superior oc-
cipital cortex. Also shown are the visual area borders
extracted from the retinotopic field sign maps as dotted and
solid lines. The activation produced by this ring extended
further in V3A, as compared with V3, V2, or V1, over a
range of significance values. V3A includes twice the polar
angle representation, as compared with the quarter-field
representations of V1, V2, and V3 shown here; thus one
would expect its representation along that continuum (lef t
to right in B) to be expanded correspondingly. However, the
ring representation in V3A also is expanded along the
eccentricity dimension (up–down in B). The latter likely
reflects an increase in receptive field size in V3A relative to
V1–V3, as suggested in the time course data of Figure 10.

Figure 12. Averaged retinotopic organization of human visual cortex re-
vealed by fMRI of thin phase-encoded stimuli and field sign analysis. The
diagrams have a format comparable to the corresponding macaque retino-
topy in Figure 3. A reveals the averaged polar angle retinotopy, and B reveals
the averaged eccentricity data, from the same six hemispheres, averaged in
right hemisphere format. The steps involved in the geometric averaging are
described in the text. In A, each of the red, blue, and green pseudocolor
ranges represents retinotopically differentiable activation within a 60° sub-
division of polar angle in the contralateral visual field (see logo, A). In B, the
red, blue, and green ranges correspond to fMRI activation within logarith-
mically equal subdivisions of the eccentricity range from 0.75 through ;15°
in the visual field, centered at ;1.5° (red), 3.8° (blue), and 10.3° ( green) (see
logo, B). The representation of eccentricities beyond 15° was not activated by
our stimuli, so the diagrams are correspondingly limited to the central
two-thirds of the surface area in each of retinotopic areas shown here.
Although techniques used to study the macaque and human retinotopy differ
significantly, the macaque and human retinotopic maps are quite similar.
The most significant difference here is in V3/VP, in which the polar angle
representation is expanded proportionately in humans.
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lower visual field (“V4d;” dorsal V4, or V4d), located superior to
V4v. However, such a V4d has not been demonstrated in previous
studies nor by the increased signal averaging and smaller stimuli
in the present study. In that sense the name “V4v” for the
retinotopic region is misleading.

One might imagine that the upper field quarter-field represen-
tation in V4v might be the “missing” retinotopic complement to
V3A. However, V3A cannot be considered complementary to
V4v for two reasons: (1) V3A includes a continuous representa-
tion of the whole contralateral visual field (upper plus lower visual
fields) and thus it does not lack (and cannot logically accommo-
date) a quarter-field complement such as V4v, and (2) area V3A
is functionally quite different from V4v with regard to motion
selectivity (see below) and additional functional properties.

Although it is counterintuitive, all of our fMRI evidence sug-
gests that the upper field representation in V4v does not have a
retinotopic complement in the lower visual field. In that sense it
may be akin to the quarter-field representations in V3 and VP.
However, additional lower field representations have been re-
ported in the vicinity of V4v (McKeefry and Zeki, 1997), and the
retinotopy in this region is under active investigation.

Motion selectivity in human V3A and V3
Recent detailed electrophysiological reports indicate that approxi-
mately one-half of the neurons in macaque V3 are motion- and
direction-selective (Felleman and Van Essen, 1987; Gegenfurtner
et al., 1994). However, this motion selectivity is apparently less
prevalent in macaque V3A (Gaska et al., 1988; Galletti et al., 1990).

Previous human imaging studies often have reported a motion-
selective area in this general region of cortex (Watson et al., 1993;
De Jong et al., 1994; Dupont et al., 1994; McCarthy et al., 1995;
Shipp et al., 1995; Tootell et al., 1995a,b). Influenced by the
macaque data, this human motion-selective area often has been
attributed to human V3 (Shipp et al., 1994; De Jong et al., 1994;
Dupont et al., 1994) (but see Tootell et al., 1995a,b, 1996a).

Here we were able to define V3 and adjacent areas retinotopi-
cally. By mapping the topography of both motion selectivity and
retinotopic area boundaries in the same subjects, we were able to
resolve which cortical area is actually motion-selective.

Phase-encoded retinotopic maps were made as described
above. Maps of motion selectivity were made by comparing
activity produced by moving versus stationary concentric rings, as
in previous studies (Shipp et al., 1994; De Jong et al., 1994;
Dupont et al., 1994) (but see Tootell et al., 1995a,b, 1996a) and as
described above in Materials and Methods. However, similar
moving/stationary comparisons also were done using stimuli of
high (;95%) luminance contrast as a control. Area MT also was
labeled by the moving versus stationary comparisons. Technically
adequate maps of both motion and retinotopy were obtained from
21 hemispheres in 13 subjects.

The results from the activity maps were quite consistent. Figure
14 shows representative results from three different hemispheres
showing activity in area MT (lower right of each panel) and in
superior occipital cortex (upper middle of each panel). The topog-
raphy of maximal motion selectivity in this cortical region was
similar whether it was produced by high- or low-stimulus contrast
(compare with Fig. 14A,B). However, the high-contrast stimuli
also recruit moderate motion-selective activation in additional
areas, such as at the representation of the outer stimulus border
in V1 (Fig. 14B).

Figure 15 shows the location of the voxel that showed maximal

motion selectivity (the “centroid”) in superior occipital cortex
from all 21 hemispheres, relative to the retinotopic field sign
borders from the same hemispheres. In all cases within this
sample, the patch of motion selectivity within superior occipital
cortex lay within retinotopically defined V3A. Although superior
V2, V3, and regions anterior to V3A were within our sample area,
the obtained centroids never lay within these areas.

This analysis of the regions of “highest” motion selectivity
produces a slightly misleading impression of the cortical selectiv-
ity for motion in this region. If one lowers the threshold (or
increases the number of scan images averaged) to include more
“motion-selective” voxels, then visual motion selectivity is clearly
apparent in additional cortical areas such as V2, VP, etc. Addi-
tional experimental variables (affecting stimulus specificity and
signal-to-noise ratio) will also interact in the fMRI results. How-
ever, we still found clear differences between human cortical areas
in motion selectivity even in a previous study, which was con-
ducted by using a quite different approach (Tootell et al., 1995b).
The experimental differences in this previous study included
high-contrast stimuli, a calculation of motion selectivity relative
to both stationary and fixation-only epochs, averaging of normal-
ized time courses in all significantly activated voxels from all
areas in all subjects, etc. Such comparisons only confirmed the
difference in mapped activity in Figures 14 and 15. The rank
ordering of the motion selectivity in that previous experiment was
as follows: MT . V3A . V2 . VP . V3 5 V1 (Tootell et al.,
1995b). Thus, even when using these very different procedures, we
found that V3 was less selective for motion than V3A. In fact, in
that study V3 was tied for lowest motion selectivity among the six
areas tested.

DISCUSSION
With regard to the emerging comparisons between macaque and
human cortical data, the present results are generally quite com-
forting: most aspects of the human retinotopy are similar to those
reported earlier in macaque. This consistency is especially im-
pressive when one considers the substantial technical differences
between the human versus macaque data. Macaque retinotopic
maps have been extrapolated in large part from single unit and
connectional data, whereas the human data are derived almost
entirely from imaging techniques. In macaque, large-scale views
of the extrastriate retinotopy have not been imaged directly,
except from restricted segments of V2 using non-fMRI tech-
niques (Tootell and Hamilton, 1989; Grinvald et al., 1994; Roe
and Ts’o, 1995). Furthermore, the human maps may be partially
distorted by the idiosyncratic structure of the macrovascular bed,
which contributes to the fMRI signals.

We were able to minimize the imaging artifacts in this study by
combining the phase-encoded retinotopy with two new proce-
dures. First, we used stimuli that were better matched for the
area(s) in question (thin rings/rays) to coax out cruder retinotopy
in V3A and V4v. Second, we averaged together the retinotopic
maps acquired from several different sessions on the cortical
surface. Such averaged maps are demonstrably more robust and
less noisy than those produced from single scans or from paired
scans that used a single slice prescription.

When V3A was localized on the folded (normal) brain, it con-
sistently crossed the transverse occipital sulcus (TOS; Figs. 7–9).
This link between V3A and the TOS suggests a degree of anatomi-
cal–functional consistency that was previously less obvious. Similar
links between sulcal landmarks and corresponding functional areas
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are well accepted in better understood visual areas such as primary
visual cortex (approximately centered within the calcarine fissure;
Stensaas et al., 1974) and area MT/V5 (in the ascending limb of the
inferior temporal sulcus; Watson et al., 1993) and nonvisual areas

such as primary motor/somatosensory cortex (relative to the cen-
tral sulcus; Talairach and Tournoux, 1988). Although the V3A–
TOS relationship is approximate rather than definitive, it may help
in circumstances in which localizing V3A is impractical (e.g., the

Figure 13. I llustration of the relative isotropy in the visual field projections in areas V3/VP in humans, as compared to macaques. A and C include
diagrams of the polar angle representation in macaques and humans from Figures 3 and 12, respectively. B and D include representations of the
corresponding contralateral polar angle subdivisions in a pseudocolor format corresponding to that of the polar angle maps. In A and C we also have
drawn circles on the cortical surface in V3/VP of arbitrary size (here, ;2 mm) at a range of eccentricities. C and D show the projection of such circles
in the visual field in colors corresponding to the cortical circles. Across all eccentricities the consistent result is an ovoid-shaped (highly anisotropic)
projection in macaque V3/VP and a more circular (more isotropic) projection in human V3/VP. These results are directly related to the difference in
topographic width (and corresponding polar angle magnification) between V3/VP in these two primate orders.
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clinic) and in qualitative analysis of neuroimaging data from sub-
jects who are long gone.

Despite the overall similarities between the macaque and hu-
man organization, there is also evidence for several apparent
species differences. Previous studies showed clear differences be-
tween humans versus monkeys in the topography of the “stripes”
in area V2 (Tootell and Taylor, 1995) and in the cortical magni-
fication factor of V1 (Sereno et al., 1995). The data presented
here raise additional questions about how well the internal reti-
notopy in V3A of humans corresponds to that in V3A of ma-

caques—but this issue awaits clarification in the macaque [cf.
Gattass et al. (1988) relative to Van Essen and Zeki (1978), Zeki
(1978b), and Felleman et al. (1997)].

A more striking species difference is reflected in the topo-
graphic width of areas V3/VP in humans (wide) versus macaques
(narrow). Macaque areas V3/VP are unusually thin, reflecting a
polar angle representation that is highly compressed relative to
the representation of stimulus eccentricity (i.e., the cortical mag-
nification factor is anisotropic). However, in human V3/VP this
anisotropy has been largely “corrected.”

Figure 14. fMRI maps show high motion selectivity in human V3A, but not in V3. A–D show the topography of motion-selective activity in lateral and
superior occipital cortex in three representative hemispheres. The activation map (red through white) shows two main regions that responded significantly
more to radially moving concentric rings, as compared with MR levels produced by viewing those same rings when they were stationary. The boundaries
of areas V1, V2, V3, VP, V3A, and V4v are transposed from retinotopic field sign maps produced in the same hemispheres. A and B show the
motion-selective map from the same hemisphere, produced by stimuli of two different contrasts. C and D show data similar to those in A from two
additional hemispheres. A, C, and D are produced by a stimulus of ;1.5% luminance contrast; in B the stimulus was ;95% contrast. In all panels, human
area MT/MSTd appears as an activated focus at the bottom right. The second main motion-selective focus, in superior occipital cortex (upper lef t of panel ),
lies within retinotopically defined area V3A. Note that motion-selective fMRI activity is not seen in human V3. Comparing A and B confirms that the
focus of maximal activity within MT/V5 and V3A remains essentially constant despite a large difference in stimulus contrast. However, additional
motion-selective activity is recruited when high contrast is used. In B the recruited activity occurs at the retinotopic representation of the (peripheral,
circular) stimulus border in V1—because this is the highest contrast border in the stimulus and because V1 responds poorly to low-contrast stimuli
(Tootell et al., 1995a; Boynton et al., 1996). Such high-contrast stimuli also can activate V2 as well. The calibration bar equals 1 cm, on average.
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Although teleology is inherently speculative, this example is
interesting. Let us assume that the number of neurons in human
V3/VP increased because evolutionary divergence from the ma-
caque line as a result of specialized use or other factors. Increased
numbers of cells could not be added along the isopolar represen-
tation without disturbing the contiguity with the isoeccentric
representation in adjacent areas V2, V4v, etc. Thus any cell
additions would have to be added along the isoeccentric lines,
passively “correcting” the anisotropy visible in V3/VP of present
day macaques. This idea also can be reversed: perhaps the evo-
lutionary progenitor of present day macaques had a thicker

V3/VP (like humans), but it has been “devolving” toward a more
vestigial area in present day macaque—also losing cortical space
along the isoeccentric representation.

Perhaps the most profound evidence for species differences is
the qualitative reversal of the motion sensitivity in areas V3
versus V3A in humans versus macaques. Simply put, area V3A
appears to be “the” second lower tier motion area (after MT/V5),
and it is clearly the most retinotopic motion area in humans. In
macaques, V3 has instead been considered a second motion area
(Felleman and Van Essen, 1987; Gegenfurtner et al., 1994). This
distinction is so salient that one anonymous reviewer suggested
switching the (retinotopically based) names V3 and V3A in hu-
mans to match the “reversal” of motion selectivity in humans.
Although this suggestion has merit, we have chosen to leave the
human names V3 and V3A consistent with their retinotopic
counterparts in macaque, implicitly assuming that the motion
selectivity has become wired differently in V3 and V3A in mon-
keys, as compared to humans.

The V3/V3A difference is unexpected especially because the
motion selectivity in macaque V3 has been regarded not as an
arbitrary specialization but rather as intimately related to its
connections and position in the magnocellular stream. In ma-
caque, V3 receives a strong and direct projection from layer 4B of
V1 (Burkhalter et al., 1986; Van Essen et al., 1986; Girard et al.,
1991), a layer strongly dominated by magnocellular input (Lund
and Boothe, 1975; Fitzpatrick et al., 1991; Yoshioka et al., 1994).
V3 itself shows motion and direction selectivity in approximately
one-half of its neurons (Felleman and Van Essen, 1987; Gegen-
furtner et al., 1994). The percentage of motion-selective cells in
layer 4B is higher than that in any other known layer of V1 (Dow,
1974; Blasdel and Fitzpatrick, 1984; Hawken et al., 1988), approx-
imately equal to that in V3 (Felleman and Van Essen, 1987;
Gegenfurtner et al., 1994). Besides V3, MT is the most prominent
extrastriate area that shares a direct input from this layer of V1,
and MT is widely accepted to be involved in motion and direction
processing. Like MT, macaque V3 has increased myelin staining
in its lower layers (Burkhalter et al., 1986; Van Essen et al., 1986;
Felleman and Van Essen, 1987; Gegenfurtner et al., 1994)—this
may reflect the highly myelinated inputs from layer 4B of V1 (i.e.,
the stria of Gennari), known to terminate in layer 4 of V3 and
MT. Highly myelinated fibers would be expected to speed up
conduction time, a process that is especially useful in a stream
processing visual motion at fast rates. More circumstantially, V3
shows distinctively higher staining for the monoclonal antibody
CAT-301, like several other areas in the macaque magnocellular
stream (DeYoe et al., 1990), including MT.

Macaque V3A has no such specialized links to the magnocel-
lular stream, although it can be linked indirectly to such influ-
ences (for review, see Gaska et al., 1988; Felleman and Van
Essen, 1991). The fMRI evidence for a shift of motion selectivity
from V3 in macaques to V3A in humans makes it unclear how
much one can generalize safely from the careful detailed studies
of single units in macaque V3 and V3A to human neurons in
these two areas. Another question that arises is whether layer 4B
in humans projects to human V3A instead of (or in addition to)
V3. Unfortunately, it is not yet technically possible to trace such
connections in humans. However, the histological characteristics
of human V3 and V3A can be tested in further studies, and
preliminary evidence suggests that human V3A also differs his-
tologically from its namesake in macaque (Tootell and Taylor,
1995; Tootell et al., 1996b).

In this study V3A responded to stimuli of very low (;1.5%)

Figure 15. Locations of the single voxel showing maximal motion-
selective activation within superior occipital cortex, combining data from
21 hemispheres. This analysis was similar to that shown in Figure 14,
except that the threshold was raised so that only the single voxel showing
maximal activity within this region (among superior V2, V3, V3A, or the
2 cm anterior to V3A) was distinguished within each hemisphere. Then
the location of this centroid was measured in all 21 subjects in which
technically optimal maps were available, relative to the retinotopic field
sign borders in the same hemispheres. All centroids were extracted from
moving versus stationary comparisons at low (;1.5%) luminance con-
trast. In each hemisphere linear measurements were made approximately
perpendicular to the long axis of the area borders, passing through the
single centroid (when found in the same area) or contiguous with that line
when not found in that area (see diagram, top). These measurement lines
thus fell approximately parallel with the isoeccentricity lines. The graph
in the bottom portion of this figure shows the visual area boundaries and
the average (normalized) distances encountered along these lines on the
x-axis. For example, the average widths of V3 and V3A along these lines
are ;10 and 17 mm, respectively (see calibration bar, bottom right). The
y-axis and the histogram bars indicate the number of centroids found
within each area. The x-axis also indicates the approximate location of
each centroid along the measurement line. The location of any obtained
centroid was calculated first as a ratio of distances relative to the raw
width of the area in which it was found. Then this ratio was normalized
relative to the averaged width of the area in which the centroids were
found (empirically, V3A) and assigned to one of five histogram bins within
each area. In all cases the centroids were found within V3A, usually
toward the center of the area.
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contrast at essentially maximal MR levels (compare with Fig.
14A,B). Therefore, V3A appears to have high contrast sensitivity
in addition to high motion selectivity. A similar coincidence of
high motion and contrast sensitivity has been reported previously
in MT in both humans (Tootell et al., 1995a) and macaques (Sclar
et al., 1990) and in previous sites along the magnocellular pathway
in macaque (Hawken et al., 1988). However, high contrast sensi-
tivity also has been reported in human area V3 (Tootell et al.,
1995a).

Kaas and coworkers recently proposed that area DM (defined
originally in the New World aotus monkey) could be homologous
to area V3 plus the upper visual field representation in V3A of
macaque, an Old World primate (Kaas and Krubitzer, 1991;
Krubitzer and Kaas, 1993; Kaas, 1995b; Stepniewska and Kaas,
1996). This model requires an upper visual field representation to
occur between presently defined V3 and the lower visual field
representation of V3A [as in one figure of Gattass et al. (1988) but
different from the descriptions of Van Essen and Zeki (1978),
Zeki (1978b), Van Essen et al. (1990), Colby and Duhamel
(1991), and Felleman et al. (1997)].

The data presented here do not address this controversy be-
tween monkey species. However, the retinotopy in human V3A
(which is quite robust and consistent across individuals) does not
appear consistent with the DM model. Instead, the human maps
show a dual mirror image representation of the lower visual field
in V3 plus adjacent V3A and then the upper visual field repre-
sentation. The New World area DM conceivably could be homol-
ogous to all of human V3A, but this would leave unexplained the
interposition of area V3 between V2 and V3A/DM.

Certain technical considerations arise from our experiments on
the retinotopic point spread function, from which we inferred
that receptive fields are smaller in V1 than in V3A. Given the
ubiquitous finding that receptive fields in primary visual cortex
(V1) are smaller than in any other cortical area, in all mammals
studied to our knowledge, these human results are not particularly
controversial. However, it should be noted that our fMRI point
spread measurements conceivably can be distorted by (1) hemo-
dynamic “blur” in both spatial and spatiotemporal realms (Boy-
nton et al., 1996), (2) differences in sampled eccentricity (because
of greater imprecision near the foveal representation caused by
fixation instability), (3) magnification anisotropy, and (4) differ-
ences in cortical surface area.

Some of these factors can be discounted in our experiments, at
least partially: (1) the hemodynamic temporal filtering is approxi-
mately equal in V1 versus V3A, and (2) the data in Figures 10 and
11 were sampled from voxels at similar or equal eccentricities.
Finally, the average surface area of V3A is ;15% smaller than that
in retinotopically corresponding regions of V1, V2, and V3 (see
Figs. 12 and 15). Such a reduction in surface area should restrict the
relative extent of the point spread in V3A correspondingly, if the
point image in V3A were equal to that in other retinotopic areas.
Instead, we observed a clear expansion (see Fig. 11).

Many authors have pointed out how much more is known
about visual cortex in monkeys, compared with what we know
about visual cortex in our own species (Crick and Jones, 1993;
Kaas, 1995a; Tootell et al., 1996b). Given this comparative data
vacuum, it has been convenient to presume that human visual
cortex is simply a (much) larger version of macaque visual cortex,
and macaque research often has been rationalized as a good
model of the human visual system. This belief has held up fairly
well in better known areas such as V1 (primary visual cortex), in
MT/V5 (for review, see Kaas, 1995a), and in psychophysical

comparisons of macaques and humans (DeValois et al., 1974)
(but see Jacobs, 1996).

However, these and previous imaging data (for review, see
Engel, 1996; Tootell et al., 1996b) emphasize that it is now
feasible to analyze the properties of specific areas of human
cortex more directly. As we have learned more about human
cortex, specific details of the cortical organization in humans
appear to differ slightly from those of macaque. This is not
unexpected, given the tens of millions of years of evolutionary
divergence separating the two primate orders and the differences
in cortical organization among other nonhuman primates sepa-
rated by similar lengths of time. A clear understanding of both the
similarities and differences in macaque versus human cortex
should be indispensable in future studies, because research op-
portunities and constraints are so complementary in these two
primates.
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